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From the pages of great literature to Hollywood movies, zombies are appearing everywhere. Now

aspiring artists can bring them to life, so to speak, by learning to render them with pencil, paint, and

digital image-editing software. This comprehensive book gets into all the gory details, such as

creating bloodshot eyes, forming robust brows, and imitating the look of pale, dead flesh. How to

Draw Zombies also features 15 step-by-step projects that guide artists from initial sketches to

finished works of art, including a Voodoo Queen, a gothic zombie, and even a zombie romance.
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Michael Butkus, one of the top entertainment illustrators and concept artists since 1986, has been

involved in the advertising and production of more than 1,500 films and series. For the last 14 years,

he has worked on countless film and television projects and received numerous awards for his

striking visuals. MikeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s studio is located at Associates In Art in Sherman Oaks, CA. Merrie

Destefano left a 9-to-5 desk job to become a full-time freelance editor and novelist, writing science

fiction and fantasy. With 20 years of experience in publishing, her background ranges from

award-winning graphic designer and illustrator to editor of Victorian Homes magazine and founding

editor of Cottages & Bungalows magazine. She currently lives in Southern California with her

husband, their German shepherds, and a Siamese cat. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.



The book is amazing and includes some great tips on how-to...Illustrations are very pretty, the

author is obviously talented...but that's about it for the good part...If you are a beginner or do not

have a background in arts you probably won't find that book very useful.The author expects you to

have the advanced drawing and painting skills, that's why he does not explain the details of line

weight, texture making, color choosing (etc, you continue it:).The other thing I did not like about the

book is that the author uses the most advanced technology to create digital illustrations. I found

myself struggling with applying his tips for using the tablet to my decent bamboo. He used and

explained how to use the intuos cintiq which (unless you are a professional illustrator) you probably

don't have (and you probably don't need it if digital drawing is just a hobby for you (costs about

$2000)).Anyways, great book for inspiration, and good tips for artists, although, beginners won't find

the book that useful.Apologize for any mistakes:)

being a long time artist myself, I found this book not only chock full of great instruction and amazing

art, but an irreplaceable source of inspiration!!. I bought this on a whim and am now actively seeking

out Mr. Butkus's other works. This book is now a permanent fixture in my library. Mike's approach to

art was very refreshing and also inspired me to use my tablet alot more!! I strongly suggest this

book for all levels of artists!!How to Draw Zombies: Discover the secrets to drawing, painting, and

illustrating the undead (Fantasy Underground)

My friends grandson loved this book most of all... he got this from me and he disappeared into this

book until he had made and colored and cut out and done every activity in it... it took him a great

while too. He was into this and not into watching junk TV and my girlfriend was so happy watching

him focus and work at something he liked with such consentration and enjoyment. He had fun, and

it got an A+ from him !

This book has some very detailed drawing and a bit tougher for kids but great if you already know

some techniques.

I ordered this thinking it would show how to draw Zombies with pencil or ink, but what It turned out

to be was more about digital and photo shop. It did have some drawing, but not really what I was

looking for. I will be returning this for something else,



Purchased it just for some additional inspiration for drawing random zombies. It gives some good

ideas, but has a lot of writing, which I know is something stupid to complain about in a "How to"

book but I would have liked to see a lot more designed and ideas, not 10 pages on how to draw one

monster.

I chose this rating because this is an excellent drawing book. It shows you step by step how to draw

not just monsters but also hands and eyes and even weapons. I would highly recommend this book.

It's not flimsy, it's full of cool things to draw, definitely what I was looking for.

It didn't go over the full illustrations, and skipped around on the instructions
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